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INTRODUCTION 

The tension between reliability needs and environmental rules has long existed, 
but the potential for conflict has recently been highlighted by increasingly stringent 
environmental restrictions and cybersecurity initiatives.  As a general matter, there may 
be ways to resolve the conflict in situations where there is sufficient advance notice.  For 
example, in some cases, a generator may be able to work with the Environmental 
Protection Agency (“EPA”) and other environmental authorities to adjust permit 
restrictions so that units known to be needed for reliability can continue operating, or to 
obtain a consent decree so that the generator operating to preserve reliability is relieved 
from liability for violations of such restrictions.  Any such solution must have a solid 
legal basis, and there must be adequate time to allow for the process to work.  In a true 
emergency, however, there may not be enough time for a generator to go through the 
procedural and other steps required to obtain adequate assurances that it will not be 
subject to significant penalties and liability if it violates environmental restrictions in the 
course of operating to maintain reliability.  Such uncertainty could impede a company’s 
ability or willingness to operate at the time when reliability is most threatened.  

Some have argued that conflicts between reliability needs and environmental rules 
could ultimately be addressed through Section 202(c) of the Federal Power Act (the 
“FPA”), which gives the Department of Energy (“DOE”) authority to direct the operation 
of electric generation plants in order to maintain the reliability of the bulk power system 
during an emergency.  These parties claim that Section 202(c) allows DOE to “override 
Clean Air Act [(the “CAA”)] control requirements in limited emergency circumstances 
where there is a finding that an electric emergency exists.”1  Unfortunately, neither DOE 
nor any of the relevant environmental authorities has taken the position that authority 

                                                 
1  Impacts of EPA Regulations on Electric System Reliability: Hearing Before the U.S. 
House of Representatives Comm. on Energy and Commerce, Subcomm. on Energy and Power 
(Sept. 14, 2011) (Testimony of Susan F. Tierney, Ph.D., Managing Principal, Analysis Group, 
Boston at 30), available at http://republicans.energycommerce.house.gov/Media/file/Hearings/ 
Energy/091411/Tierney.pdf.  See also Paul J. Miller, Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use 
Management, A Primer on Pending Environmental Regulations and Their Potential Impacts on 
Electric System Reliability at 22 (Sept. 19, 2011) (claiming that DOE “can override [CAA] 
requirements under section 202(c) of the [FPA] in limited emergency circumstances”), available 
at http://www.nescaum.org/documents/primer-on-epa-reg-impacts-20110919-update.pdf; Letter 
from John R. Norris, Commissioner, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to Lisa A. 
Murkowski, United States Senate at 3 (Oct. 7, 2011) (asserting that DOE’s Section 202(c) 
authority will allow it “to order a plant to continue operating in the unlikely event of a reliability 
emergency precipitated by compliance with environmental rules”), available at 
http://energy.senate.gov/public/_files/100711CommissionerNorrisResponse.pdf. 
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under Section 202(c) of the FPA trumps environmental law.  Nor is there any express 
statutory language in the FPA, the CAA or other environmental laws, or judicial 
precedent, supporting such a position.  Indeed, as explained below, two cases – both 
involving the predecessor to GenOn Energy, Inc. (“GenOn”), Mirant Corporation 
(“Mirant”) – demonstrate the difficulties that a generator may face when operating to 
maintain reliability in a true emergency when such operation conflicts with applicable 
environmental restrictions. 

STATUTORY BACKGROUND 

Section 202(c) of the FPA gives DOE authority to order the operation of 
generation facilities for reliability reasons.  Specifically, Section 202(c) provides: 

During the continuance of any war in which the United States is engaged, 
or whenever the Commission determines that an emergency exists by 
reason of a sudden increase in the demand for electric energy, or a 
shortage of electric energy or of facilities for the generation or 
transmission of electric energy, or of fuel or water for generating facilities, 
or other causes, the Commission shall have authority, either upon its own 
motion or upon complaint, with or without notice, hearing, or report, to 
require by order such temporary connections of facilities and such 
generation, delivery, interchange, or transmission of electric energy as in 
its judgment will best meet the emergency and serve the public interest.  
If the parties affected by such order fail to agree upon the terms of any 
arrangement between them in carrying out such order, the Commission, 
after hearing held either before or after such order takes effect, may 
prescribe by supplemental order such terms as it finds to be just and 
reasonable, including the compensation or reimbursement which should be 
paid to or by any such party.2 

                                                 
2  16 U.S.C. § 824a(c) (2006) (emphasis added).  Although the text of Section 202(c) refers 
to “the Commission,” authority under that provision resides with the Secretary of Energy, rather 
than the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”).  Under Section 301(d) of the 
Department of Energy Organization Act (the “DOE Act”), 42 U.S.C. § 7151(b) (2006), the 
powers previously vested in the Federal Power Commission under the FPA (and other statutes) 
and not expressly reserved to FERC were transferred to, and vested in, the Secretary of Energy.  
Although the DOE Act reserved to FERC powers to require interconnection of electric facilities 
under Section 202(b) of the FPA and DOE has since delegated certain other powers, including 
those provided by Section 202(a), to FERC, Section 202(c) authority remains with the Secretary 
of Energy. 

FERC could potentially order relief similar to that available under Section 202(c) of the FPA by 
exercising some combination of its authority under Sections 207 and 309 of the FPA.  Section 
207 provides that, if FERC determines, “upon complaint of a State commission,” that “any 
interstate service of any public utility is inadequate or insufficient, the Commission shall 
determine the proper, adequate, or sufficient service to be furnished, and shall fix the same by its 
order, rule, or regulation . . . .”  16 U.S.C. § 824f (2006).  Section 309 authorizes FERC “to 
perform any and all acts, and to prescribe, issue, make, amend, and rescind such orders, rules, and 
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At the same time, various environmental laws impose limitations on a generation 
facility’s operations.  For example, Section 109 of the CAA directs EPA to promulgate 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (“NAAQS”) to protect the public health and 
welfare.3  Section 110 of the CAA, in turn, requires each state to adopt a State 
Implementation Plan (“SIP”) to achieve the NAAQS within such state.4  Upon EPA’s 
approval of a SIP, “its requirements become federal law and are fully enforceable in 
federal court.”5  EPA is authorized to enforce its NAAQS through administrative, civil, or 
criminal actions.6  In addition, a state “may enforce its regulations through state 
proceedings,”7 and a citizen has the authority to bring a civil action against any person in 
violation of emissions standards or limitations.8 

EXAMPLES OF CONFLICTS  

Potrero Power Plant (2001) 

In 2001, beginning at the height of the California energy crisis, Mirant’s Potrero 
Power Plant in the San Francisco area was dispatched by the California Independent 
System Operator (the “CAISO”) at a relatively high rate to maintain reliability.9  Because 
the Potrero Power Plant had a relatively low annual operating limit of 877 hours, Mirant 
became concerned that it would be unable to operate as needed by the CAISO while 
remaining within its operating limit.  In order to ensure that the plant could operate as 
needed to preserve reliability, Mirant worked to obtain written approvals from local and 
federal regulators – the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (“BAAQMD”) and 

                                                                                                                                                 
regulations as it may find necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions of [the FPA].”  
16 U.S.C. § 825h (2006).  To date, orders compelling generation in emergencies have been issued 
under Section 202(c), not Sections 207 and 309.  Cf. DC Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 114 FERC ¶ 61,017 
at P 2 (2006) (the “FERC Potomac River Order”) (order issued under Section 207 of the FPA 
requiring long-term plan to maintain adequate reliability where DOE had already ordered a 
facility to operate). 
3  See 42 U.S.C. § 7409 (2006). 
4  See 42 U.S.C. § 7410 (2006). 
5  Her Majesty the Queen v. City of Detroit, 874 F.2d 332, 335 (6th Cir. 1989).  See also, 
e.g., Union Elec. Co. v. EPA, 515 F.2d 206, 211 (8th Cir. 1975). 
6  See 42 U.S.C. § 7413 (2006). 
7  Union Elec., 515 F.2d at 211.  See also, e.g., Environmental Def. v. Duke Energy Corp., 
549 U.S. 561, 567 (2007) (“States were obliged to implement and enforce” NAAQS). 
8  42 U.S.C. § 7604 (2006). 
9  DOE exercised its authority under Section 202(c) of the FPA to compel operation of 
generation facilities during the California energy crisis, ordering certain generators to make 
energy available to the CAISO for a period of approximately two months.  See Notice of Issuance 
of Emergency Orders Under Section 202(c) of the Federal Power Act, 65 Fed. Reg. 82,989 (Dec. 
29, 2000).  
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EPA, respectively – allowing the plant to operate for more than 877 hours.10  
Nonetheless, Mirant was subjected to a citizen lawsuit by the City of San Francisco and 
environmental groups for exceedance of the 877 hour operating limit,11 and was forced to 
settle the lawsuit at significant expense. 

Potomac River Generating Station 

On August 24, 2005, Mirant’s Potomac River Generating Station (the “Potomac 
River Plant”) was shut down to comply with orders of the Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality (the “Virginia DEQ”) in response to modeled, localized NAAQS 
exceedances.  On that same day, the District of Columbia Public Service Commission 
(the “DC PSC”) filed petitions with DOE under Section 202(c) of the FPA and with 
FERC under Sections 207 and 309 of the FPA requesting that Mirant be compelled to 
operate the Potomac River Plant to maintain reliability. 

In response, the Virginia DEQ argued to FERC that because “there is no express 
authority granted to the Commission pursuant to FPA §§ 207 or 309 – or for that matter 
any other section of the FPA – to issue an order that would contravene the CAA,” the 
Commission had “no discretion to issue any order with respect to generation of electrical 
power at the Potomac River Plant unless that order complies with the CAA.”12  Similarly, 
the Virginia DEQ objected before DOE that: 

Congress has not given the [FPA] primacy over the [CAA].  Nowhere in 
the [FPA] – § 202(c) or elsewhere – is there language providing that 
reliability concerns take precedence over federal and state environmental 
laws.  Further, § 201(a) of the [FPA] expressly preserves state jurisdiction 
over electric generation.  The [FPA] also does not preempt Virginia law or 
the Director’s authority pursuant to Virginia law, because obligations 

                                                 
10  See Compliance and Mitigation Agreement between Mirant Potrero, LLC and the Bay 
Area Air Quality Management District at § 2.1 (Mar. 29, 2001) (provided as Attachment A); 
Mirant Potrero LLC, R9-2001-04, Administrative Order on Consent at § IV.4 (Apr. 6, 2001), 
available at http://www.epa.gov/region9/energy/generators/r9200104mirant.pdf. 
11  See Rachel Gordon, Potrero Hill power plant operator sued/S.F., groups seek pollution 
controls, San Francisco Chronicle (June 19, 2001), available at http://articles.sfgate.com/2001-
06-19/news/17605126_1_mirant-corporation-pollution-clean-air-act; First Amended Complaint 
for Injunctive and Other Relief and Demand for Jury Trial, City & County of San Francisco v. 
Mirant Potrero, LLC, No. C-01-2356 PJH (N.D. Cal. Aug. 20, 2001) (provided as Attachment B); 
First Amended Complaint, Bayview Hunters Point Community Advocates v. Mirant Potrero, 
LLC, No. C-01-02348-PJH (N.D. Cal. Aug. 20, 2001) (provided as Attachment C).  
12  Motion of Robert G. Burnley, Director, The Commonwealth of Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality to Deny the District of Columbia Public Service Commission’s Petition 
on the Grounds that the Commission May Not Grant the Requested Relief; or, in the Alternative, 
to Defer Action Pending Further Analysis of Environmental Impacts of Requested Relief at 6, 
Docket No. EL05-145-000 (filed Oct. 11, 2005).  
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arising under the federally approved [SIP] are a matter of both state and 
federal law.13 

On December 20, 2005, DOE ordered Mirant to resume operating the Potomac 
River Plant under Section 202(c) in order to maintain the electric supply to Washington, 
D.C.14  The 2005 DOE Order stated that “[o]rdering action that may result in even local 
exceedances of the NAAQS is not a step to be taken lightly. . . .”15  DOE did not, 
however, provide any assurance to Mirant that compliance with the order would not 
subject it to liability for those exceedances.  Instead, the order said only that DOE had 
“sought to harmonize those interests to the extent reasonable and feasible by ordering 
Mirant to operate in a manner that provides reasonable electric reliability, but that also 
minimizes any adverse environmental consequences from operation of the Plant.”16 

After the Potomac River Plant resumed operating in compliance with the DOE 
order, the EPA issued an Administrative Compliance Order by Consent, which set forth 
certain operating standards “taking into account the seriousness of the modeled NAAQS 
exceedances and the concerns of DOE regarding electric reliability in the Central D.C. 
area,”17 and required Mirant to operate the Potomac River Plant “as specified by PJM and 
in accordance with the [2005] DOE Order.”18  During its operations as directed by DOE, 
the Potomac River Plant was forced to exceed its 3-hour NAAQS limit on February 23, 
2007.  Accordingly, in 2007, the Virginia DEQ issued a Notice of Violation19 and 

                                                 
13  Letter from Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Environmental Quality to Kevin 
Kolevar, Director, Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability, U.S. Dept. of Energy at 
2, Docket No. EO-05-01 (Nov. 23, 2005) (citation omitted), available at http://www.gc.doe. 
gov/oe/downloads/letter-clarifying-position-director-virginia-department-environmental-quality-
regarding. 
14  See DC Pub. Serv. Comm’n, DOE Order No. 202-05-3 (Dec. 20, 2005) (the “2005 DOE 
Order”), available at http://www.gc.doe.gov/oe/downloads/department-energy-order-no-202-05-
3.  Orders extending the 2005 DOE Order, as well as other documents relating to the DC PSC’s 
petition before DOE are available at the DOE website.  See http://www.gc.doe.gov/oe/services/ 
electricity-policy-coordination-and-implementation/other-regulatory-efforts/emergency.  See also 
FERC Potomac River Order, 114 FERC ¶ 61,017 at P 28 (2006) (addressing the DC PSC’s 
petition under Section 207 of the FPA “in light of the immediate nature and short-term relief 
granted to the DC [PSC] by the Secretary of Energy”). 
15  2005 DOE Order at 8. 
16  Id. at 8-9.  See also id. at 5 (“In response to the environmental concerns raised, this order 
seeks to minimize, to the extent reasonable, any adverse environmental impacts.  Should EPA 
issue a compliance order directed to operation of the Plant, DOE will consider whether and how 
this order should [be] conformed to such order.”). 
17  See Mirant Potomac River LLC, Administrative Compliance Order by Consent at 4, 
Docket No. CAA-03-2006-0163DA (June 1, 2006) (provided as Attachment D). 
18  Id. at 14. 
19  See Letter from Jeffery A. Steers, Regional Director, Commonwealth of Virginia, 
Department of Environmental Quality to Michael Stumpf, Group Leader – Plant Operations, 
Mirant Potomac River Generating Station, Notice of Violation Re: Mirant Potomac River 
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subsequently fined Mirant for NAAQS exceedances that were a result of Mirant’s 
compliance with the DOE order to run for reliability.  Had the Potomac River Plant been 
required to operate such that it would have violated a plant-specific environmental permit 
limit, Mirant would have faced significant additional penalties, including claims from 
citizen lawsuits under the CAA.  

SOLUTION 

As indicated above, there are various ways in which to resolve conflicts between 
reliability and environmental concerns.  For example, when FERC imposed a “must 
offer” requirement obligating all non-hydroelectric generators in California to offer their 
available capacity during all hours,20 it limited the scope of the requirement to make clear 
that “no generator will be required to run in violation of its certificate or applicable 
law.”21  FERC has also approved market rules that exempt generation facilities from must 
offer requirements to the extent necessary to comply with environmental limitations.22   

Some have suggested that, given enough time, EPA could enter into a court-
approved consent agreement that would ensure that a generator required for reliability is 
protected from liability for any CAA (or other environmental law) violations that may 
result.  There is debate as to whether such an order would protect a generator from 
potential citizen lawsuit liability.  But with enough time it may be possible to thread the 
needle so that a generator needed for reliability is not subject to environmental penalties 
or liability.  

                                                                                                                                                 
Generating Station, Facility Registration No. 70228 (Mar. 23, 2007) (provided as Attachment E).  
See also Letter from Michael Stumpf, Mirant Potomac River, LLC to Jeffrey A. Steers, Regional 
Director, Department of Environmental Quality, Northern Virginia Regional Office, Re: 
Response to March 23, 2007 Notice of Violation (May 11, 2007) (provided as Attachment F).  
20  See San Diego Gas & Elec. Servs. v. Sellers of Energy & Ancillary Servs., 95 FERC 
¶ 61,115, 61,355-57 (2001). 
21  Id. at 61,357. 
22  For example, PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.’s tariff includes an exception to the capacity 
market must offer requirement where “[t]he Capacity Market Seller is involved in an ongoing 
regulatory proceeding (e.g. – regarding potential environmental restrictions) specific to the 
resource and has received an order, decision, final rule, opinion or other final directive from the 
regulatory authority that will result in the retirement of the resource.”  PJM Interconnection, 
L.L.C., Open Access Transmission Tariff, Attachment DD, § 6.6(g).C.  See also id., Attachment 
M – Appendix, § II.C.4.C (same).  While ISO New England Inc.’s tariff allows a generator facing 
new environmental restrictions that could render a plant inoperable to submit a “Non-Price 
Retirement Request,” that option is available only for “a binding request to retire the entire 
capacity of a Generating Capacity resource.”  ISO New England Inc. Transmission, Markets and 
Services Tariff, § III.13.1.2.3.1.5.1.  Unless the generator is prepared to retire the entire facility, 
therefore, the tariff leaves the generator in the position of having its capacity automatically 
offered into the Forward Capacity Auction and then operating in violation of environmental 
restrictions. 
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In an emergency, however, electricity generators are unfairly forced to weigh the 
risks and costs of violating environmental permits against the risks and costs of non-
compliance with a DOE emergency order to run, creating uncertainty at a time when 
stability is most needed.  It is imperative that there be clear authority within the federal 
government to direct actions that can balance an emergency reliability need with binding 
environmental regulations. 

Recognizing the need to balance the reliability of the electric grid with the 
implementation of environmental regulations, a number of Regional Transmission 
Organizations and Independent System Operators have urged EPA to include in proposed 
regulations a reliability “safety valve” such that a retiring generator that is needed for 
reliability would be granted an extension of time to comply with new rules proposed by 
EPA so that a reliability solution may be put in place.23  Again, given enough time, EPA 
may be willing to negotiate a mechanism that would allow a generator to operate for 
reliability without liability or penalty, but there must be a solid legal basis to prevent the 
possibility of private citizen lawsuits – such as the one in the case of the Potrero Power 
Plant, which was brought despite the plant operating with EPA’s and BAAQMD’s 
express authorization. 

A clear way to conclusively ensure that the tools needed to maintain the reliability 
of the grid are available in the face of conflicting environmental requirements is to amend 
the FPA to clarify that when a company is under an emergency directive to operate 
pursuant to Section 202(c) of the FPA by DOE, it will not be deemed in violation of 
environmental laws or subject to civil or criminal liability as a result of actions to comply 
with such emergency order.  Specifically, Section 202(c) of the FPA should be amended 
to include something along the lines of the following language: 

No action taken to comply with an order [under Section 202(c) of the 
Federal Power Act] shall be deemed a violation of, or subject a person to 
regulation or additional regulation or civil or criminal liability under, any 
federal, state or local environmental laws or regulations.  Any such order 
issued by the Commission shall require action only to the extent necessary 
to meet the emergency and serve the public interest. 

Absent such amendment, without adequate time and even with full cooperation of 
reliability and environmental regulators, the reliability of the grid could be compromised 
in critical emergency situations as a result of even relatively minor environmental 
exceedances.  GenOn urges FERC, as an agency that well understands the importance of 
maintaining grid reliability, to encourage the Congress to adopt such an amendment.  To 
be clear, such an amendment need not – and, indeed, should not – be allowed to delay 
environmental or cybersecurity initiatives.  Rather, reform of Section 202(c) of the FPA 

                                                 
23  See Joint Comments of the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, the Midwest 
Independent Transmission System Operator, the New York Independent System Operator, PJM 
Interconnection, L.L.C., and the Southwest Power Pool, Docket Nos. EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234, 
et al. (Oct. 21, 2011), available at http://pjm.com/~/media/documents/other-fed-state/20110804-
epa-hq-oar-2009-0234-iso-rto.ashx. 
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should be pursued on a parallel track that ensures that the potential conflict between 
reliability and environmental concerns is resolved before the next emergency requiring 
DOE to exercise its authority under this provision. 
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL OFFICE 

13901 Crown Court, Woodbridge, Virginia 22193 
(703) 583-3800   Fax (703) 583-3801 

www.deq.virginia.gov 
 
 

L. Preston Bryant, Jr. 
Secretary of Natural Resources 

David K. Paylor 
Director 

 
Jeffery A. Steers  

Regional Director 

  
March 23, 2007 

 
         CERTIFIED MAIL  

         Return Receipt Requested 
Mr. Michael Stumpf  
Group Leader-Plant Operations 
Mirant Potomac River Generating Station 
1400 North Royal Street 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 
 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 
 
 
RE: Mirant Potomac River Generating Station, Facility Registration No. 70228 
 
Dear Mr. Stumpf:  
 

This letter notifies you of information upon which the Department of Environmental 
Quality (“Department” or “DEQ”) may rely in order to institute an administrative or judicial 
enforcement action.  Based on this information, DEQ has reason to believe that the Mirant 
Potomac Power Generating Station may be in violation of the Air Pollution Control Law and 
Regulations. 

 
This letter addresses conditions at the facility named above, and also cites compliance 

requirements of the Air Pollution Control Law and Regulations.  Pursuant to Va. Code § 10.1-
1309 (A) (vi), this letter is not a case decision under the Virginia Administrative Process Act, 
Va. Code § 2.2-4000 et seq.  The Department requests that you respond within 10 days of the 
date of this letter. 

 
OBSERVATIONS AND LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

 
On February 27, 2007, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), 

Northern Virginia Regional Office (NVRO) requested information regarding operation of the 
Mirant Potomac River Generating Station (plant) and the reported February 23, 2007, monitored 
exceedance of the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for sulfur oxides (24-hour 



standard) at the plant’s southeast fence- line ambient sulfur dioxide (SO2) monitor.  Subsequent to 
that request, on March 14, 2007, DEQ staff conducted an on-site interview with plant staff at the 
facility in Alexandria, Virginia to discuss: 1) the plant ’s general operating procedures when not 
operating under U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) order; 2) the plant’s standard operating 
procedures in preparation for, and for the duration of, line outage situations; and 3) specific DEQ 
questions pertaining to the aforementioned February 23, 2007, incident.  The following describe 
information obtained and provided to DEQ staff and identify the applicable legal requirements. 

 
1. Observations:  On February 23, 2007, the plant’s southeast perimeter ambient air monitor 

recorded an exceedance of the 24-hour SO2 NAAQS. 
 

Legal Requirements:  Virginia Regulations to Control and Abate Air Pollution 9 
VAC 5-30-30.A.2 states that the primary ambient air quality standards for Sulfur 
oxides (sulfur dioxide) are as follows:  365 micrograms per cubic meter (.014 parts 
per million) – maximum 24-hour concentration not to be exceeded more than once 
per calendar year.  The 24-hr averages shall be determined from successive 
nonoverlapping 24-hr blocks starting at midnight each calendar day.    

 
2. Observations:  On February 23, 2007, the plant was operating under direction of PJM in 

accordance with DOE Order 202-05-03, to ensure reliability of electric generation into 
central Washington D.C. during a scheduled line outage.  Plant officials and operators 
were aware of the following critical factors prior to February 23, 2007, but apparently did 
not authorize and implement appropriate actions to minimize SO2 emissions, 
subsequently causing or significantly contributing to the February 23, 2007, exceedance 
of the 24-hour SO2 NAAQS:  

 
a. Predictive modeling indicated an exceedance of the SO2 24-hour NAAQS on 

February 23, 2007, while factoring in maximum Trona injection to control 
emissions from each unit at 0.24 pounds of SO2 per million British thermal units 
(lbs/MMBTU) in the model. 

b. Knowledge that the current Trona injection systems could not sustain a 0.24 
lbs/MMBTU SO2 emission rate for an extended period of time. 

c. Trona injection problems existed on Unit 1, consequently and significantly 
reducing its effectiveness to control SO2 emissions from that unit. 

d. An alarm signaled the plant’s control room at approximately 10 p.m. on February 
22, 2007, to report that SO2 emissions at the southeast perimeter ambient air 
monitor were at 80% of the NAAQS. 

 
Legal Requirements:  Virginia Regulations to Control and Abate Air Pollution 9 
VAC 5-40-20.E states that “At all times, including periods of startup, shutdown, 
soot blowing and malfunction, owners shall, to the extent practicable, maintain and 
operate any affected facility including associated air pollution control equipment in 
a manner consistent with air pollution control practices for minimizing emissions.  
Determination of whether acceptable operating and maintenance procedures are 
being used will be based on information available to the board, which may include, 
but not limited to, monitoring results, opacity observations, review of operating and 
maintenance procedures, and inspection of the source.” 

 



3. Observations:  The plant’s Group Leader of Operations informed DEQ staff during the 
March 14, 2007, interview, that plant operators are responsible for making decisions 
regarding the operation of the five units during line outage situations ; and that operators 
understand that matching load demand is a priority, with minimizing SO2 emissions at 
their discretion; however, the plant did not have the following to assure air quality, 
operator consistency, and facility awareness:         

 
a. Written procedures, protocol, and/or policy to operate while minimizing 

emissions from the plant when operating under a line outage situation to the 
extent practicable, and 

b. Training records of operators regarding the operation of the plant under DOE 
Order to minimize emissions.  

  
Legal Requirements:  Virginia Regulations to Control and Abate Air Pollution 9 
VAC 5-40-20.E states that “At all times, including periods of startup, shutdown, 
soot blowing and malfunction, owners shall, to the  extent practicable, maintain and 
operate any affected facility including associated air pollution control equipment in 
a manner consistent with air pollution control practices for minimizing emissions.  
Determination of whether acceptable operating and maintenance procedures are 
being used will be based on information available to the board, which may include, 
but not limited to, monitoring results, opacity observations, review of operating and 
maintenance procedures, and inspection of the source.”      

  
 

ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY 
 
 Va. Code § 10.1-1316 of the Air Pollution Control Law provides for an injunction for any 
violation of the Air Pollution Control Law, the Air Board regulations, an order, or permit 
condition, and provides for a civil penalty up to $32,500 per day of each violation of the Air 
Pollution Control Law, regulation, order, or permit condition.  In addition, Va. Code §§ 10.1-
1307 and 10.1-1309 authorizes the Air Pollution Control Board to issue orders to any person to 
comply with the Air Pollution Control Law and regulations, including the imposition of a civil 
penalty for violations of up to $100,000.  Also, Va. Code § 10.1-1186 authorizes the Director of 
DEQ to issue special orders to any person to comply with the Air Pollution Control Law and 
regulations, and to impose a civil penalty of not more than $10,000.  Va. Code §§ 10.1-1320 and 
10.1-1309.1 provide for other additional penalties. 
 

The Court has the inherent authority to enforce its injunction, and is authorized to award 
the Commonwealth its attorneys' fees and costs. 

 
 FUTURE ACTIONS 

 
DEQ staff wishes to discuss all aspects of their observations with you, including any 

actions needed to ensure compliance with state law and regulations, any relevant or related 
measures you plan to take or have taken, and a schedule, as needed, for further activities.  In 
addition, please advise us if you dispute any of the observations recited herein or if there is other 
information of which DEQ should be aware.  In order to avoid adversarial enforcement 
proceedings, Mirant Potomac River Generating Station may be asked to enter into a Consent 



Order with the Department to formalize a plan and schedule of corrective action and to settle any 
outstanding issues regarding this matter, including the assessment of civil charges.   

In the event that discussions with staff do not lead to a satisfactory conclusion concerning 
the contents of this letter, you may elect to participate in DEQ’s Process for Early Dispute 
Resolution.  If you complete the Process for Early Dispute Resolution and are not satisfied with 
the resolution, you may request in writing that DEQ take all necessary steps to issue a case 
decision where appropriate.  For further information on the Process for Early Dispute Resolution, 
please visit the Department’s website under “Laws & Regulations” and “DEQ regulations” at:  
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/regulations/pdf/Process_for_Early_Dispute_Resolution_8260532.p
df or ask the DEQ contact listed below.  

 
Please contact me at (703) 583-3810 or jasteers@deq.virginia.gov within 10 days of the 

date of this letter to discuss this matter and arrange a meeting.   
 

   
 
                        Sincerely, 

        Jeffery A. Steers 
       Regional Director 
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Mirant Potomac River, LLC
1400 N. Royal Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
T 703-838-3773 F 703-838-8272 U www.mirant.com

May 11, 2007

Mr. Jeffrey A. Steers
Regional Director
Department of Environmental Quality
Northern Virginia Regional Office
13901 Crown Court
Woodbridge, Virginia 22193

M I RAN T~

Re: Response to March 23. 2007 Notice of Violation

Dear Mr. Steers:

This letter responds to the March 23, 2007 Notice of Violation (''NOV'') and follows up
on a April 27, 2007 meeting between Mirant Potomac River, LLC ("Mirant") and the
Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") at the Northern Virginia Regional Office.
Mirant appreciates the opportunity to provide additional information and to respond to the March
23, 2007 notice.

Mirant is committed to fully resolving the NOV and any other outstanding questions
about its operations. Mirant does not dispute the majority of observations presented in the NOV.
Specifically, Mirant agrees that:

. On February 23,2007, Mirant's on-site monitor recorded S02 concentrations that
were higher than the 24-hour S02 NAAQS, while the plant was operating under
DOE Order 202-05-03 to ensure reliability of electric generation into central
Washington D.C. during a scheduled line outage situation.

. Plant officials and operators were aware that (1) based on predictive modeling,
concentrations above the 24-hour NAAQS were predicted to occur on that date;
(2) the Trona injection system could not provide sufficient control of the S02
emissions, due to problems with both Unit 1 and Unit 5's trona injection system;
and (3) an alarm on February 22,2007 reported that S02 emissions at the
southeast perimeter air monitor were at 80% of the NAAQS.

. Other than two emails from December 2006 sent to Operations Department
supervisors describing the desired operation during Pepco Line Outages, Mirant
did not have more formal written procedures describing how to minimize
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emissions from the plant while operating under a line outage situation. Mirant did
not have written records available detailing the training of operators to minimize
emissions while operating the plant under DOE Order.

Mirant disagrees, however, with the conclusion in Observation Number 2 that plant
officials and operators "apparently did not authorize and implement appropriate actions to
minimize S02 emissions."

The actions of our plant officials and operators in addressing the February 23, 2007
exceedance complied and our on-going efforts since February 23,2007 continue to comply with
the 9 VAC 5-40-20.E requirement that "[a]t all times, including periods of startup, shutdown,
soot blowing and malfunction, owners shall, to the extent practicable, maintain and operate any
affected facility including associated air pollution control equipment in a manner consistent with
air pollution control practices for minimizing emissions." Mirant will first describe the efforts of
plant officials and operators in addressing the February 23, 2007 exceedance. Then, we will
detail our efforts to minimize emissions going forward.

1. Efforts to MinimizeEmissionson February 23, 2007.

On February 23,2007, Mirant could not cease operations or reduce operations to a level
that would not have exceeded the NAAQS for S02 without violating DOE Order 202-05-03.
Faced with this difficult situation, our plant operators and engineers sought to minimize
emissions to the best of their ability through operational controls, using well established but
undocumented policies and procedures.

. In order to reduce emissions on February 23,2007, plant operations were scaled back to
the extent possible without violating the DOE Order. The Trona injection system was not
running properly on Units 1 or 5. The S02 impact of Unit 1 was minimized by making it the last
unit to increase in load that morning and the first unit to decrease in load that evening. Unit 5
generation was kept below the other two baseload units (3 and 4) throughout the day and with
the exception of four hours when it generated 95 mws, was kept at 80 mws or below to minimize
S02 impacts. The DOE Order requires that if one unit is unexpectedly taken out of service, the
Plant must be able to make up the difference and continue to follow load. In order to ensure the
ability to satisfy this requirement, units must remain in operation at a certain percentage in order
to preserve this ability to increase production rapidly if it became necessary in order to follow
load. On February 23,2007, Units 2 through 4 were operated at the highest level possible that
still maintained this ability to increase power if necessary. Operating Units 2 through 4 at these
high levels enabled operation of Units 1 and 5 to be minimized. Through these operational
measures, our plant operators and engineers sought to the extent practicable to maintain and
operate the facility, including associated air pollution control equipment, in a manner consistent
with good air pollution control practices for minimizing emission while maintaining compliance
with the DEQ Order.

Contrary to the statements in the NOV, our plant operators and engineers had guidance
on how to minimize emissions on February 23,2007, as well as on the days leading up to the
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S02 exceedance. Management was involved in the decisions addressing the February 23,2007
exceedance and in addition to the two December 2006 emails, ensured that orally communicated
policies were in place. As soon as predictive modeling indicated that an exceedance of the 24-
hour S02 NAAQS was likely to occur on February 23,2007, management was notified. Due to
the DOE Order's requirements, however, management could only direct plant operators and
engineers to minimize emissions to the greatest extent possible within the parameters of the DOE
Order.

Specifically, Plant management directed Plant operators to maintain Trona flow at the
maximum rate possible. This included monitoring the Trona injection rate and the discharge
pressure. When the flow rate drops or pressure deviates, this signals potential pluggage in the
trona injection lines or plugged metering bin vent filters. The operators must then take steps to
either unplug the Trona lines or replace the filters to reestablish trona flow. In addition,
operators and maintenance personnel must monitor the valve packing on the Trona feeders and
replace it as necessary and as circumstances allow. Finally, the operators and maintenance
personnel must monitor the ash hopper. During line outages when operating and Trona injection
rates are high, care must be taken to ensure that Trona/ash does not backup in the electrostatic
precipitator hoppers in order to avoid opacity problems. These operating issues were addressed
to minimize emissions on February 23,2007. Trona flow interruptions were consistently
documented in operating logs along with the corrective actions. The station's Plant Information
(PI) system also recorded our response to these events and shows that action was being taken on
every occurrence where trona flow was lost. Proactive actions were also taken on Unit 5 the day
before to rectify a partially plugged trona injection line with the expectation of achieving better
performance the following day. This is consistent with our obligation to maximize
environmental protection to the extent possible while also maintaining compliance with the DOE
Order.

The DEQ noted the importance of documented procedures to reduce emissions as a
means for improving operations and providing a record of activities. These procedures identified
above will be documented and provided to DEQ by May 31,2007.

2. On-goingEfforts to MinimizeEmissionsand Address DEQ Concerns

Weare involved in on-going efforts to minimize emissions going forward. Through
these efforts, we hope to avoid are-occurrence ofthe February 23,2007 exceedance to the extent
possible while operating subject to the inflexible requirements of the DOE Order. We are also
working to address DEQ's concern that there is insufficient written documentation of training,
procedures, protocol and/or policy concerning operation and minimizing emissions during a line
outage situation.

a. Trona Injection System

First, our efforts to minimize emissions going forward have been focused on improving
the trona injection system. Since the trona injection system came on line in the Spring of2006,
certain issues have been identified as limiting the Plant from obtaining higher S02 removal
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efficiencies. Below are problems we have identified through our operations of the trona system
and the steps we have taken to address them.

1. Problem: Pluggage at the Trona Injection Point. Mirant has learned that
operating the trona screw feeder in a manner required to achieve an 80% reduction will lead to
line restrictions near the boiler injection point. These restrictions begin as a trona "caking" on
the inside of the pipe and eventually result in plugging of the pipe entirely.

Plan: Maintain trona injection on each unit at the maximum flow possible - up to
the limitations of the system: blower discharge pressure and temperature, and feeder speed.
Specifically, operating personnel monitor this condition by viewing the injection blower
discharge pressure and decreasing the screw feeder speed when pressures start increasing.
Operators monitor the discharge pressure in the injection point and schedule maintenance to
clear the lines (i.e., remove line obstructions) when that pressure reaches a critical pressure
(approximately 8 psi). Mirant has found that high pressure water washing of the injection lines
is the most effective cleaning technique. To that end, each unit had its injection lines cleaned
during the recent spring maintenance outages and will utilize this cleaning technique every two
weeks through June 2007 to reduce the likelihood of pluggage during the upcoming Pepco line
outages.

2. Problem: Inability to Sustain High Injection Rates. Since portions of the
injection system operate under pressure, filters are used in various locations to release air, but
prevent the trona from escaping into the atmosphere. The highest trona injection rates are
achievable when all venting filters and rotary feed valves are close to "as-new" condition.
During normal operation, as venting filters become plugged and rotary feed valves wear, the
trona screw feeder speed is increased to compensate until the desired S02 rate is achieved. As
the system is pushed harder to remove more S02, the likelihood of a malfunction increases.

Plan: Continued parametric monitoring. Mirant has learned to monitor particular
gauges and valves that help minimize the frequency of complete pluggages, which require the
injection system be shut down entirely. Some ofthe parameters that are closely monitored to
maximize S02 removal include: (1) S02 emissions rate on the unit; (2) calculated trona feed rate
(#/hr) and screw feeder demand signal; (3) blower discharge pressure, discharge temperature and
air flow; (4) other trona injection system instrumentation; and (5) unit load.

Perform preventative maintenance. Since the lower feed equipment replacement
on Units 1 and 2 will not be completed before this critical period, all screw feeders and lower
rotary air locks have been renewed in the past two weeks to ensure the best equipment
performance. Spare screw feeders and rotary air locks are maintained on-hand to support timely
repair should any failures of this equipment occur.

Additional personnel. When all five units are running at or near full load,
additional personnel are required and used to maximize the operation of the trona injection
system and the ash handling system, in turn removing as much S02 possible.
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System improvements. Mirant has work completed or underway for two trona
injection system improvements that will address trona feed issues. The first improvement
involves replacing the originally designed ambient-pressure Trona silo baghouse filter with a
negative-pressure baghouse filter. This improvement was installed on Unit 5 in January 2007
and has been successful at greatly reducing vent filter pluggage and the resultant trona flow
interruption. Filter replacement on the remaining units was recently completed. The second
improvement involves replacing the lower trona feed equipment (screw feeder and lower rotary
air lock) with two erosion-resistant rotary feed valves. Other users of this new feed valve have
reported exceptional performance and it is hoped that this project will greatly reduce the wear
and sealing problems that exist with the present valves. Installation of the new lower feed
equipment has been completed on units 3,4 and 5. Materials for Units 1 and 2 are on-site and
will be installed as soon as PJM allows the necessary 2-day outages on each unit.

3. Problem: Precipitator Ash Removal. The facility is designed with four
individual ash handling systems, two systems that handle boiler bottom ash/cold precipitator ash
and two systems that handle hot precipitator ash. Units 1,2 and 3 share one of the boiler bottom
ash/cold precipitator ash systems and Units 4 and 5 share the other. Similarly, Units 1, 2 and 3
share one of the hot precipitator ash systems and Units 4 and 5 share the other. The use of trona
adds significantly to ash volume -approximately doubling the quantity of ash normally
generated. When all five units are called upon to operate at or near full load, often during a line
outage situation, the ash handling system cannot remove or keep up with the quantity of ash
generated. This logistical infeasibility of removing ash creates a limit on the trona injection
system. This problem may at some point require a reduction in the amount of trona that we use
(during a line outage situation) or backing off of generation during a non-line outage situation.

Plan: Station additional operators on the hot precipitator ash systems to resolve
ash pluggage problems and manually ensure ash is flowing properly. These individuals
communicate via radio with the control room operators to ensure that all ash system equipment is
operating as the control room computer displays indicate.

4. Problem: Limited capacity of the ash silos. The ash silos have limited capacity
and will reach capacity if the rate of ash generation exceeds the rate of ash removal.

Plan: Extra ash trucks have been scheduled this week in advance of the Pepco
line outages to ensure low silo ash levels at the start of this critical operating period. Extra ash
trucks will remain on-site during line outages to handle the expected increase in ash generated.
Schedule the ash storage site to extend its hours, allowing additional truck deliveries from
Potomac River plant. We also have identified a second ash disposal site that will be utilized to
support Saturday ash hauling if needed in an emergency.

5. Problem: Variable removal efficiencies. On any given day, some units might
have better removal efficiencies than others depending upon some of the problems described
above.
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Plan: Mirant intends to shift load from units with higher S02 rates to units with
lower S02 rates, to the extent possible, to reduce overall S02 emissions. When unit loads ramp
to follow demand, Mirant intends to bring the units with best S02 removal efficiency up first and
down last to minimize overall S02 emissions.

6. Problem: Valve Packing Leaks. The packing on the valves of the rotary
feeders can leak and this can reduce trona injection rates.

Plan: Maintain an inventory of pre-cut valve packing and specialized valve
repacking tools to ensure timely corrective action whenever valve packing leaks occur. Repair
valves by replacing packing between line outages, schedule repacks when trona injection line is
down during periods of low demand. If a leak occurs while it is operating, tighten up packing to
minimize leak and then repack during lower demand periods. The Plant is also continuing to
evaluate packing materials.

7. Problem: Pressure Drop in Trona Splitter Lines. There is a significant
pressure drop in the splitter from the trona feed line, which is connected by a splitter box, to four
injection lines. Mirant believes this pressure drop may be contributing to the pluggage ofthe
trona injection lines.

Plan: A review of existing injection piping has identified pipe routing as a key
contributor to this pressure drop. An engineering redesign is underway to reduce this pressure
drop and Mirant plans to have fabrication under way by May 31, 2007.

8. Problem: Trona Delivery Logistics. The trona comes from a mine in
Wyoming. From time to time there can be delivery problems associated with the railroad.

Plan: In advance ofline outages, the Plant has arranged for delivery of trona cars
to be stored in nearby offsite locations. We have also adjusted future delivery schedules to
correspond with projected usage and track consumption and delivery closely to ensure an
adequate trona supply.

9. Problem: Trona Clumping. If trona remains in the ESP hoppers more than 24
hours, it clumps as it absorbs moisture. This can slow down ash removal rates and is primarily a
problem on the larger inlet row hoppers of the Unit 1,2 and 3 hot precipitators.

Plan: Air cannons have been installed on 2 hoppers on Unit 1. We are also
evaluating a plate rapper system on 2 other hoppers on Unit 1. Whichever equipment system is
found most effective will be purchased and installed on the remaining inlet row hoppers of these
3 units. Due to the time required for evaluation, selection and delivery of equipment, this will
not be completed before the Administrative Consent Order is terminated.
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10. Problem: Degradation of Vacuum System. The ash removal depends upon a
vacuum system to move ash. Its parts can degrade over time.

Plan: Station preventative maintenance work will be scheduled on a more
ftequent basis to maintain better system performance during this critical operating period.
Additionally, contract mechanical maintenance resources are being scheduled to ensure timely
resolution of system deficiencies. Spare parts inventory is being reviewed to support these
timely repairs.

b. Documentation of Procedures.

In response to concerns expressed by DEQ in the NOV and during the April 27, 2007
meeting, we have and will continue to take several measures to increase written documentation
concerning line outage situations. First, we have increased written documentation of plant
operator and engineers' decision making processes, particularly during line outage situations.
Second, we are working to develop policies and procedures that address line outage situations.
As we discussed at the April 27, 2007 meeting, this effort is limited by restrictions on options
due to the rather inflexible DOE Order and by the complicated technical nature of this decision
making process. To the extent practicable, however, we will work to create this documentation.
Third, in addition to ensuring operators and engineers are aware of the written policies and
procedures being developed, records concerning training of operators to minimize emissions
under the DOE Order will be maintained.

Conclusion.

In addressing the February 23,2007 event and in our efforts since, Mirant has worked
diligently to minimize emissions to the extent possible while complying with the DOE Order and
to respond to DEQ concerns. Mirant believes that it has complied and continues to comply with
9 VAC 5-40-20.E at all times, while maintaining and operating the plant, including associated air
pollution control equipment, in a manner consistent with air pollution control practices for
minimizing emissions.

Please call me if you have any further questions.

Sincerely,

Mirant Potomac River, LLC

~
Michael Stumpf
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